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right now, facebook is the sole exception to the rule that most ads are not personalized. on facebook, regardless of what youre looking at, you will almost always see a number of ads related to you, rather than just one ad. such cookies are commonly used by sites you visit and they are installed on
your browser for you to see them. if you browse the web by using your own browser, then youll have to decide what you want to do about it. do you want to be tracked and shown ads that are of no use to you? do you want to block ads entirely? do you want to browse safe for health? will the
information you provide contribute to disease outbreak detection and response? each browser company has its own policy regarding the privacy and security of cookies. in general, the biggest problems are when your browser forgets to tell you about the cookies youre seeing and when those
cookies are installed by third-party sites you visit, so that the site can track your visit and serve you ads. in a recent presentation on this subject at the international society for pharmacoepidemiology (ispe) international conference on drug safety, dr. david graham, from the epi-info project (a

collaboration between u.s. cdc, the uk department of health and the european centre for disease prevention and control) reported that a cohort of over 2.8 million people may be maintained with their browser history, ip addresses and social media accounts 20 . recently, nielsen obtained a court
order for the ispas decision, which was issued with a request to google to disclose precise content of its web search and ad applications such as its search terms "who is in the white house," "new york times," "george w. bush," "hillary clinton," and "barack obama."
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when using microsoft services, you should always use a strong password. never use a password that might be easily guessed because of its length,
repetition of particular characters, or use of common words. likewise, you should avoid using the same password on more than one website or
microsoft service. before you check out your user accounts to confirm the user is a member of a privileged group, be sure to look at your list of

groups. think of all the environments youre a member of, and note which privileged groups you belong to. microsoft online community data sources
are designed to help you quickly get the information you need. some data sources use heuristics to detect data, making it appear to come from a

trusted source or one that can be trusted. in cases where they dont have any reliable data on a particular topic, they try to find the best data
available in the sources on which they have data. related to this, if you decide to not use google chrome, youre made aware of that fact when you

log in to your google account with your ad-targeted browsers. you will also be getting emails with what your cohorts look like and the names of
companies that have access to the data, all of which is affecting your privacy. google chrome includes a list of third-party cookies that it will allow,

and the list defaults to no websites being allowed. it is, however, possible to set the list of domains to allow or disallow manually. in may 2017, when
news first broke about the floc trial, google said that chrome users had been automatically opted-in for floc, and that users who wanted to opt-out
would have to block all third-party cookies. this was however only true if users specifically checked the box that allows the blocking of third-party
cookies. that box is made available on all chrome and android apps, and in the browser window when chrome and android apps are set to default

chrome mode. 5ec8ef588b
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